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The first lord of the Ogi domain, Nabeshima 
Motoshige, called this small hill Saba-Oka, 
planted cherry trees and built a tea house 
here.  In 1656, the second lord, Naoyoshi, 
renamed the hill Sakura-oka, (Cherry 
Blossom Hill) and built a garden, called 
Jiraku-en, to its south.  News of the cherry 
trees’ beauty reached the emperor, and he 
wrote a poem praising them.  Eighteen 
court nobles also presented their poems. 
Later, after the Park Law was enacted in 
1876, the Okayama section of Sakura-oka 
was designated as Saga’s first park, called 
Sakura-oka Park.  In 1951, the Nabeshima 
family donated the garden (Jiraku-en) to 
Ogi Town, and the whole area was renamed 
Ogi Park.  In 1990, Ogi Park was selected 
as one of the country’s top 100 sites for 
cherry blossoms, and in 2006, as one of 100 
historical parks in Japan.
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The Four Seasons at OgiPark

Cherry Blossoms

A delicacy of Ogi, “Koi no Arai”- carp sashimi, has been 
washed in the frigid water of Kiyomizu River, known as 
one of Japan’s 100 famous water sources.  A delicate flavor 
and a crispness that can’t be matched, Koi no Arai is also 
favored for its medicinal value.  Restaurants offering “Koi 
no Arai” line the streets near the Kiyomizu waterfall.

Koi Ryori (Carp Cuisine)

Pure water, rice from the Saga 
Plain, and the cold winds blowing 
down from Mt. Tenzan combine to 
produce the sharp, clear flavor of 
Ogi’s sake.  Delicious chilled or 
warmed, enjoy its distinct flavor.

Seishu (Japanese Rice Wine, Sake)

Using only specially selected beans 
and painstaking methods to achieve 
superb flavor, each of the 24 yokan 
shops in Ogi City have their own 
distinctive taste.  Experience the 
elegant sweetness of Ogi Yokan.

Ogi Yokan

Ogi City Industrial Division Department of Commerce and Tourism
〒845－8511 Saga Prefecture、Ogi City, Mikazuki-cho Choukanda 2312-2

TEL 0952－37－6129
FAX  0952－37－6166
E-mail  shoukoukankou@city.ogi.lg.jp

Spring

Shanshan Festival

Autumn

Fireflies

Summer

Winter Scene

Winter

Ogi’s Specialty Products
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This monument was erected in 1875, when the 
Sakura-oka hill was designated as a park.  The 
lettering on the monument was done by Nakabayashi 
Gochiku and is noted as one of his early works.

This is the site of the Ogi domain school, Kojokan.  It 
was a place to learn both advanced literature and 
martial arts.  The name Kojokan was taken from the 
Confucian Book of Rites.

Ogi High School is near the site of the Ogi clan’s residence.  It 
was dissembled around 1882, with the start of the Prefectural 
system and the abolishment of the feudal system.  The only 
part of the residence still remaining is this stone bridge, which 
was in front of the main entrance to the residence.

Nakabayashi Gochiku was born in Ogi’s Shinkoji in 1827.  He studied 
at Kojokan, then in Edo, later returning to teach at Kojokan.  In the 
Meiji Era (1868̃1912) he devoted himself to calligraphy, travelling to 
China to continue his study of it.  The inscription on the main 
marker is a work of the 11th Clan leader Naotora.  The side marker 
features the word 信哉 (“shinkana”) written by Gochiku at age 87.

A student of Gochiku, Otsubo Shuken was born in 
1886. A researcher of calligraphy and Gochiku, he 
also lectured at Saga University and Kyushu 
University.

This memorial to Ezoe Michiharu, a teacher of 
various martial arts who died in 1865, was erected in 
November 1896.

Erected in April 1888, the words of the inscription are 
said to have been chosen by Kume Kunitake and 
written by Nakabayashi Gochiku.  It is said that Kume 
wrote the 5 characters of  岡山神門銘. Kume was an 
eminent scholar of history born in the Saga domain.

Built in February 1789 by the 7th lord of the Ogi 
Nabeshima domain, Naomasu,it enshrines the first 
lord, Motoshige, as Kunitake Daimyojin, and his son 
Naoyoshi, as Hokonari Daimyojin.  The shrine was 
originally called Kunitake-sha, but in November of 
1858, the name was change to Okayama Jinja.

Edo period tea artist Furuta Oribe made this lantern 
for use in his tea ceremony.  Some say the lantern is 
a relic of a Hidden Christian, and that the human 
figure carved into the central part of the stand is a 
“Mary” Kannon.

The Tenmangu shrine within the Okayama Shrine is 
said to mprove wisdom and academic ability.  Recent 
years have seen a curious increase in exam success 
rates amongst those who offer prayers here.

1
Sakura-oka Park Monument

2
Remains of Kojokan

 (Located on the west side of Sakura-oka Elementary School playground)

(Currently Sakura-oka Elementary School)

3 Stone Bridge of the Ogi Clan’s Residence

4  Mound of Nakabayashi Gochiku’s Used Calligraphy Brushes

5 Monument to Otsubo Shuken

6 Monument to Ezoe Michiharu

7 The First Torii Gate of Okayama Jinja Shrine

8 The Main Building of the Okayama Jinja Shrine

9 Oribe Toro Stone Lantern

10 Tenmangu Shrine

In 1645, the 2nd lord, Naoyoshi, received the teachings (called 
Gyokuse i - sha )  o f  the  Yagyu Shinkage -ryu schoo l  o f  
swordsmanship, from Yagyu Munenori. Because of this,  
Munenori is enshrined in Gyokuseisha since about 1794, during 
the period of the 8th lord, Naotomo.  The Ogi domain’s 
relationship with the Shinkage-ryu school began with the first 
lord, Motoshige, and continued until the end of the Tokugawa 
Shogunate. Buseisha enshrines Munenori’s son, Yagyu Jubei.

The bells on the bell tree have been returned by 
those whose wishes have been granted.  If you take 
one, your wish may come true, too.

Found in Okayama Shrine, it is said that rubbing this 
horse all over its body while praying hard will make 
your wish come true.  Curiously, in recent years, many 
people have had their wishes granted.  The power of 
the good luck charm bell is also said to be great.

There are 2 lanterns made of Imari-yaki porcelain in 
Okayama Shrine.  It is unknown who made them or 
who donated them.  A similar lantern can be found 
at both the Saga Matsubara Shrine and at Hasu-ike.

In 1654, after the death of the lord Motoshige, 10 retainers followed 
suit and committed suicide (“oibara”).  In December of 1890, their 
descendants placed this monument in remembrance.  (In 1663, the 
Shogunate issued an order banning the practice of “oibara.”)

Prayers are offered to this Kannon for safe birth, 
many children, and marriage.  The Kannon is also a 
protector of children.

It is said that the gods descend from heaven by 
climbing down this tree.  if you place your hand on 
the tree as you offer your prayers, they will be 
answered.

The lettering 献燈 (“kento”) is Nakabayashi Gochiku’s 
work, and from the same time period as 神門銘.  The 
interesting type of lettering used in the date inscription 
on the back of this lantern is characteristic of Gochiku.

At the beginning of the Meiji period, samurai gave up their allowances, 
returning them to the government, and, in exchange, were issued bond 
certificates.  Those in the Ogi domain, however, were given less than 
they were owed.  A legal battle followed, and in 1913 they won their 
claim.  This monument was erected in honor of their victory.

This stone gate was donated by shareholders of Saga 
Prefecture’s first bank “The 97th National Bank,” 
which was established in Ogi on February 10, 1879.

11 Gyokuseisha and Buseisha Shrines

12 Bell Tree

13 Horse of the Gods

14 Imari-yaki Toro Lantern

15 Shotetsushi

16 Koyasu Kannon

17 Tree of the Gods

18 Lantern with Gochiku’s Writing

19 Memorial Monument of the Full Payment of Bonds

20 Hizen-style Torii Gate

Built by the 3rd lord, Nabeshima Mototake, in 1699, 
the “Karasumori Inari” god of the Yukihashi estate 
in Edo was transferred here by Miyajima Takezo.  
In 1785, the shrine was moved by the 9th lord, 
Naoaki, to the current site of Ogi High School.  In 
1878, it was returned to its original site here.

F i n i s h ed  on  Apr i l  1 2 ,  1 9 2 5 .   A t  t h e  t ime ,  
Shotokutaishi was revered as “the god” of craftsmen. 
Money for the statue was donated by Ogi’s 
carpenters, plasterers, and other skilled workers.

This monument honors the war dead from the time 
of the Boshin War (1868) to World War II.  Each year 
in April, Ogi Town held a memorial service at this 
monument.

In 1875, Matsuda Masahiro started the Jimeisha at Ogi Town’s Muryoji 
temple.  Jimeisha was an organization which worked for the free rights 
of the people.  Matsuda later became Chairman of the Prefectural 
Council, the Minister of Finance, the Minister of Education, the Minister 
of Justice and the Chairman of the Lower House of Parliament.

In the days of the feudal government, bell-ringers 
rang a bell here morning, noon and evening, to 
announce the time.  During World War II the bell 
was removed and the metal used for the war effort.

Aso Korenao of Kumamoto battled Ashikaga Takauji at 
Tatarahama (Fukuoka)  Losing the battle, Aso attempted 
to escape over Mt. Tenzan.  However, the Chiba family, 
supporters of Takauji were in Ogi, so escape was 
impossible.  Aso committed suicide on Mt. Tenzan.  
This monument was erected by his descendants in 1886.

Ogi has long been famous for tea ceremony.  Ogi’s 
tea ceremony was established by the 1st lord 
Motoshige, who practiced the Uraku-ryu style of Oda 
Urakusai.  This tea whisk mound was made by 
followers of the Uraku-ryu school in 1920.  Used tea 
whisks are buried here.

This keyhole-shaped ancient tomb was named after 
the Tea Whisk Mound nearby.  It is unknown whose 
tomb this is.

Kitajima Hidetomo, put great effort into revitalizing Saga’s 
economy after the Saga Uprising and also assisted Matsuda 
Masahiro with the “Jimeisha”.  Kamata Kagesuke, born in 
Kumamoto, became the first governor of Saga Prefecture.  
He overhauled roads and worked to lay down railroads.

Emperor Gosai, eighteen court nobles, and the 2nd 
lord,  Naoyoshi’s,  poems were col lected and 
preserved as the Yae-Hitoe.
“Koto no Ha no Nihoi mo Soite Saki Tsutsuku Hana 
ni Ureshiki Okanobe no Yado”By Naoyoshi

21 Karasumori Shrine

22 Statue of Shotokutaishi

23 Chukonhi

24 Baron Matsuda’s Memorial Monument

25 Former Bell Tower Remains

26 Monument to the Shinto Priest Aso

27 Tea Whisk Mound

28“Tea Whisk Mound” Ancient Tomb

29 Governors Kitajima Hidetomo and Kamata Kagesuke‘s Park Monument

30 Monument of the Poems by Court Nobles

Thanks to the efforts of Nabeshima Motoshige and 
Naoyoshi, Ogi has many beautiful cherry trees.  
Rumor of their beauty reached the Emperor Gosai.  
He wrote the poem on this monument praising the 
cherry trees.
“Saku Hana ni Majiru Okabe no Matsu no Ha wa  
Itsu to Nakishimo  Iro wo Soetsutsu”By Emperor 
Gosai (Emperor from 1654 to 1663)

Koujutsu signifies the year 1874, the year of the Saga 
Uprising.  The names of the 13 samurai from the Ogi 
domain who died in the war are carved in the stone.  
Erected in 1890, the inscription was written by 
Nakabayashi Gochiku.  This monument is also known 
as the turtle monument and has been repaired over 
the years.

The garden of the former Kanaiya Ryokan Inn located 
in Ebisu-machi (Ogi), was donated and replanted here.  
Kanaiya began operating the inn beginning in the Edo 
period.  In 1892, at the time of “Minto Kanto” 
incident, it also served as an election office.

Murako was born in 1894.  She achieved many accomplishments in 
social education, such as contributions to local culture, education 
for girls and serving on the town and prefectural Boards of 
Education. She also started the Tanka poetry group, Mizugame.
“Inochi hitotsu   Kaeri kitarishi    Furusato e   Itaharu kotoku   
Tenzan sohiyu”

Every year Ogi’s famous fireflies first appear here.  
This area, lined with Momiji maples, has been a 
scenic spot since the Edo period.

Shibata Hanamori (an Ogi Nabeshima samurai born in 
1809) was a scholar of ancient Japanese culture and 
thought.  He was a Hagakure-bushi, trained in literature 
and martia l  arts .   He wrote the famous bal lad,  
“Harusame,” (Spring Rain) at Nagasaki’s Kagetsu 
restaurant.  Because of this connection, each April, 
geisha from Nagasaki specially visited Ogi to perform 
the Harusame dance in front of this monument, a 
tradition which continues.  The Harusame Festival is 
held at Ogi Community Center, located next to the park.

Selected as one of Saga’s 100 famous trees, it is 
believed to be about 330 years old. In the Edo period, 
the Hama-no-Chaya tea house and the lord’s 
alternate residence were near here.  The Podocarpus 
tree produces a fruit shaped like the number 8.  It is 
said that if you make a wish facing all 4 sides of the 
tree, you will be granted happiness.

31 Monument of the Poem by Emperor Gosai

32 Monument to the Heroes of Koujutsu

33 Garden Donated by the Former Kanaiya Ryokan Inn

34 Monument to Poet Shigematsu Murako

35 Firefly Creek

36 Harusame Monument

37 Large, Square Podocarpus Tree

38 Site of the Suga-no-I Estate
Nabeshima Clan’s residence, called Suga-no-I, was on 
the site of the current JA office.  There was a well 
there, from which very delicious water could be 
drawn.
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lettering on the monument was done by Nakabayashi 
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1886. A researcher of calligraphy and Gochiku, he 
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various martial arts who died in 1865, was erected in 
November 1896.
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wrote the 5 characters of  岡山神門銘. Kume was an 
eminent scholar of history born in the Saga domain.
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Nabeshima domain, Naomasu,it enshrines the first 
lord, Motoshige, as Kunitake Daimyojin, and his son 
Naoyoshi, as Hokonari Daimyojin.  The shrine was 
originally called Kunitake-sha, but in November of 
1858, the name was change to Okayama Jinja.

Edo period tea artist Furuta Oribe made this lantern 
for use in his tea ceremony.  Some say the lantern is 
a relic of a Hidden Christian, and that the human 
figure carved into the central part of the stand is a 
“Mary” Kannon.

The Tenmangu shrine within the Okayama Shrine is 
said to mprove wisdom and academic ability.  Recent 
years have seen a curious increase in exam success 
rates amongst those who offer prayers here.
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In 1645, the 2nd lord, Naoyoshi, received the teachings (called 
Gyokuse i - sha )  o f  the  Yagyu Shinkage -ryu schoo l  o f  
swordsmanship, from Yagyu Munenori. Because of this,  
Munenori is enshrined in Gyokuseisha since about 1794, during 
the period of the 8th lord, Naotomo.  The Ogi domain’s 
relationship with the Shinkage-ryu school began with the first 
lord, Motoshige, and continued until the end of the Tokugawa 
Shogunate. Buseisha enshrines Munenori’s son, Yagyu Jubei.

The bells on the bell tree have been returned by 
those whose wishes have been granted.  If you take 
one, your wish may come true, too.

Found in Okayama Shrine, it is said that rubbing this 
horse all over its body while praying hard will make 
your wish come true.  Curiously, in recent years, many 
people have had their wishes granted.  The power of 
the good luck charm bell is also said to be great.

There are 2 lanterns made of Imari-yaki porcelain in 
Okayama Shrine.  It is unknown who made them or 
who donated them.  A similar lantern can be found 
at both the Saga Matsubara Shrine and at Hasu-ike.

In 1654, after the death of the lord Motoshige, 10 retainers followed 
suit and committed suicide (“oibara”).  In December of 1890, their 
descendants placed this monument in remembrance.  (In 1663, the 
Shogunate issued an order banning the practice of “oibara.”)

Prayers are offered to this Kannon for safe birth, 
many children, and marriage.  The Kannon is also a 
protector of children.

It is said that the gods descend from heaven by 
climbing down this tree.  if you place your hand on 
the tree as you offer your prayers, they will be 
answered.

The lettering 献燈 (“kento”) is Nakabayashi Gochiku’s 
work, and from the same time period as 神門銘.  The 
interesting type of lettering used in the date inscription 
on the back of this lantern is characteristic of Gochiku.

At the beginning of the Meiji period, samurai gave up their allowances, 
returning them to the government, and, in exchange, were issued bond 
certificates.  Those in the Ogi domain, however, were given less than 
they were owed.  A legal battle followed, and in 1913 they won their 
claim.  This monument was erected in honor of their victory.

This stone gate was donated by shareholders of Saga 
Prefecture’s first bank “The 97th National Bank,” 
which was established in Ogi on February 10, 1879.
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15 Shotetsushi

16 Koyasu Kannon
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19 Memorial Monument of the Full Payment of Bonds

20 Hizen-style Torii Gate

Built by the 3rd lord, Nabeshima Mototake, in 1699, 
the “Karasumori Inari” god of the Yukihashi estate 
in Edo was transferred here by Miyajima Takezo.  
In 1785, the shrine was moved by the 9th lord, 
Naoaki, to the current site of Ogi High School.  In 
1878, it was returned to its original site here.

F i n i s h ed  on  Apr i l  1 2 ,  1 9 2 5 .   A t  t h e  t ime ,  
Shotokutaishi was revered as “the god” of craftsmen. 
Money for the statue was donated by Ogi’s 
carpenters, plasterers, and other skilled workers.

This monument honors the war dead from the time 
of the Boshin War (1868) to World War II.  Each year 
in April, Ogi Town held a memorial service at this 
monument.

In 1875, Matsuda Masahiro started the Jimeisha at Ogi Town’s Muryoji 
temple.  Jimeisha was an organization which worked for the free rights 
of the people.  Matsuda later became Chairman of the Prefectural 
Council, the Minister of Finance, the Minister of Education, the Minister 
of Justice and the Chairman of the Lower House of Parliament.

In the days of the feudal government, bell-ringers 
rang a bell here morning, noon and evening, to 
announce the time.  During World War II the bell 
was removed and the metal used for the war effort.

Aso Korenao of Kumamoto battled Ashikaga Takauji at 
Tatarahama (Fukuoka)  Losing the battle, Aso attempted 
to escape over Mt. Tenzan.  However, the Chiba family, 
supporters of Takauji were in Ogi, so escape was 
impossible.  Aso committed suicide on Mt. Tenzan.  
This monument was erected by his descendants in 1886.

Ogi has long been famous for tea ceremony.  Ogi’s 
tea ceremony was established by the 1st lord 
Motoshige, who practiced the Uraku-ryu style of Oda 
Urakusai.  This tea whisk mound was made by 
followers of the Uraku-ryu school in 1920.  Used tea 
whisks are buried here.

This keyhole-shaped ancient tomb was named after 
the Tea Whisk Mound nearby.  It is unknown whose 
tomb this is.

Kitajima Hidetomo, put great effort into revitalizing Saga’s 
economy after the Saga Uprising and also assisted Matsuda 
Masahiro with the “Jimeisha”.  Kamata Kagesuke, born in 
Kumamoto, became the first governor of Saga Prefecture.  
He overhauled roads and worked to lay down railroads.

Emperor Gosai, eighteen court nobles, and the 2nd 
lord,  Naoyoshi’s,  poems were col lected and 
preserved as the Yae-Hitoe.
“Koto no Ha no Nihoi mo Soite Saki Tsutsuku Hana 
ni Ureshiki Okanobe no Yado”By Naoyoshi

21 Karasumori Shrine

22 Statue of Shotokutaishi

23 Chukonhi

24 Baron Matsuda’s Memorial Monument

25 Former Bell Tower Remains

26 Monument to the Shinto Priest Aso
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28“Tea Whisk Mound” Ancient Tomb
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30 Monument of the Poems by Court Nobles

Thanks to the efforts of Nabeshima Motoshige and 
Naoyoshi, Ogi has many beautiful cherry trees.  
Rumor of their beauty reached the Emperor Gosai.  
He wrote the poem on this monument praising the 
cherry trees.
“Saku Hana ni Majiru Okabe no Matsu no Ha wa  
Itsu to Nakishimo  Iro wo Soetsutsu”By Emperor 
Gosai (Emperor from 1654 to 1663)

Koujutsu signifies the year 1874, the year of the Saga 
Uprising.  The names of the 13 samurai from the Ogi 
domain who died in the war are carved in the stone.  
Erected in 1890, the inscription was written by 
Nakabayashi Gochiku.  This monument is also known 
as the turtle monument and has been repaired over 
the years.

The garden of the former Kanaiya Ryokan Inn located 
in Ebisu-machi (Ogi), was donated and replanted here.  
Kanaiya began operating the inn beginning in the Edo 
period.  In 1892, at the time of “Minto Kanto” 
incident, it also served as an election office.

Murako was born in 1894.  She achieved many accomplishments in 
social education, such as contributions to local culture, education 
for girls and serving on the town and prefectural Boards of 
Education. She also started the Tanka poetry group, Mizugame.
“Inochi hitotsu   Kaeri kitarishi    Furusato e   Itaharu kotoku   
Tenzan sohiyu”

Every year Ogi’s famous fireflies first appear here.  
This area, lined with Momiji maples, has been a 
scenic spot since the Edo period.

Shibata Hanamori (an Ogi Nabeshima samurai born in 
1809) was a scholar of ancient Japanese culture and 
thought.  He was a Hagakure-bushi, trained in literature 
and martia l  arts .   He wrote the famous bal lad,  
“Harusame,” (Spring Rain) at Nagasaki’s Kagetsu 
restaurant.  Because of this connection, each April, 
geisha from Nagasaki specially visited Ogi to perform 
the Harusame dance in front of this monument, a 
tradition which continues.  The Harusame Festival is 
held at Ogi Community Center, located next to the park.

Selected as one of Saga’s 100 famous trees, it is 
believed to be about 330 years old. In the Edo period, 
the Hama-no-Chaya tea house and the lord’s 
alternate residence were near here.  The Podocarpus 
tree produces a fruit shaped like the number 8.  It is 
said that if you make a wish facing all 4 sides of the 
tree, you will be granted happiness.

31 Monument of the Poem by Emperor Gosai

32 Monument to the Heroes of Koujutsu

33 Garden Donated by the Former Kanaiya Ryokan Inn

34 Monument to Poet Shigematsu Murako
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36 Harusame Monument
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38 Site of the Suga-no-I Estate
Nabeshima Clan’s residence, called Suga-no-I, was on 
the site of the current JA office.  There was a well 
there, from which very delicious water could be 
drawn.
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The first lord of the Ogi domain, Nabeshima 
Motoshige, called this small hill Saba-Oka, 
planted cherry trees and built a tea house 
here.  In 1656, the second lord, Naoyoshi, 
renamed the hill Sakura-oka, (Cherry 
Blossom Hill) and built a garden, called 
Jiraku-en, to its south.  News of the cherry 
trees’ beauty reached the emperor, and he 
wrote a poem praising them.  Eighteen 
court nobles also presented their poems. 
Later, after the Park Law was enacted in 
1876, the Okayama section of Sakura-oka 
was designated as Saga’s first park, called 
Sakura-oka Park.  In 1951, the Nabeshima 
family donated the garden (Jiraku-en) to 
Ogi Town, and the whole area was renamed 
Ogi Park.  In 1990, Ogi Park was selected 
as one of the country’s top 100 sites for 
cherry blossoms, and in 2006, as one of 100 
historical parks in Japan.

About Ogi Park
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The Four Seasons at OgiPark

Cherry Blossoms

A delicacy of Ogi, “Koi no Arai”- carp sashimi, has been 
washed in the frigid water of Kiyomizu River, known as 
one of Japan’s 100 famous water sources.  A delicate flavor 
and a crispness that can’t be matched, Koi no Arai is also 
favored for its medicinal value.  Restaurants offering “Koi 
no Arai” line the streets near the Kiyomizu waterfall.

Koi Ryori (Carp Cuisine)

Pure water, rice from the Saga 
Plain, and the cold winds blowing 
down from Mt. Tenzan combine to 
produce the sharp, clear flavor of 
Ogi’s sake.  Delicious chilled or 
warmed, enjoy its distinct flavor.

Seishu (Japanese Rice Wine, Sake)

Using only specially selected beans 
and painstaking methods to achieve 
superb flavor, each of the 24 yokan 
shops in Ogi City have their own 
distinctive taste.  Experience the 
elegant sweetness of Ogi Yokan.

Ogi Yokan

Ogi City Industrial Division Department of Commerce and Tourism
〒845－8511 Saga Prefecture、Ogi City, Mikazuki-cho Choukanda 2312-2

TEL 0952－37－6129
FAX  0952－37－6166
E-mail  shoukoukankou@city.ogi.lg.jp

Spring

Shanshan Festival

Autumn

Fireflies

Summer

Winter Scene

Winter

Ogi’s Specialty Products

ShopOgi Park Ogi Community Center

Sakuraoka Elementary School

Hon-machi Dori Street

To Saga




